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ON THE HOT-SPOT-CONTROLLED CRITICAL HEAT FLUX MECHANISM IN

POOL BOILING OF SATURATED FLUIDS

Cetin Unal, Pratap Sadasivan, and Ralph A. Nelson

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Nuclear Technology and Engineering Division

Engineering and Safety Analysis Group

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRA~

In this paper, we further investigate the hypothesis that the critical heat flux

(CHF) occurs when some point on the heated surface reaches a high enough

temperature that liquid can no longer contact that point, resulting in a gradual but

continuous increase in the overall surface temperature’. This hypothesis unifies the

occurrence of the CHF and the quenching of hot surfaces by relating both to the

same concept, i.e., thr ability of a liquid to contact a hot surface.

Wc usc a two-dimunsioncd transient conduction rnodll to study the boiling

phcnurnunon in tlw WKW,Witransition rl’gion of sn turatwi plx)] nuclcatu boiling on a

horizontal surfacl’, The’ heater surf~cl’ is assun~~d to consist of tw~] regions: a dry

patch region fornu.’~i as a result t}f conlph’tr evaporation of tl!~’thinrwr liquid

macrolayws il!)d d Iwo-phtwl’ Illiwru]ilyc’r regi(m ftmm’ci by numurous vapor slums

pwwtratil~g r~htiw.dy thick liquid nmcrolny~w Tl~~’c(mstitlltiv~’ rc’lntims usld h)

Lh’llmlinr tll(’ stew-mdcrold yl’r c~mt’igurtllion in I111’two-phim’ Inmmiil )w’r rl’git~l~t~f

the boiling surfacl’ wcru rvcv,~lufit~d for Gaw[nw’s cl~~nnwatl’r i~nd w’nt~’r-l~ickc’i/s,~lt

s duli~)n.



Based upon the conclusio,~s obtained in the previous study of Unal et al.

(1991), it was assumed that a stationary, circular, dry patch occurred instantaneously

on the heater surface at the beginning of each vapor mushroom period. Therefore,

no heat transfer is considered in the dry portion of the heater. Using the

information provided by Gaertner (1965) for the second transition region, the liquid-

solid contact temperature at the center of dry patches was found to vary from 268*C

to 179.7*C for Gaertner’s clean water and water”nickel/salt solutions, which were

estimated to have contact angles of 90° and 12°, respectively. The size of the dry

patch increased with decreasing contact angle. The calculated contact temperatures

were in reasonable agreement with tile liquid-solid contact temperatures at the

onset of film boiling reported by Ramiliscm and Lienhard (1987). This suggested that

the controlling mechanisms for the CHF and quenching cw.dd be similar, i.e., they

arc both dictated by ihe ability of liquid to contact a hot surface. The occu rence of

such a hot spot on the surface appears to be the real cause of CHF.

Possible reasons why CIII: was observed at lower heat fluxw in some poo!

boiling studies wtw also investigatcwl. 13aLi rcportc’d by Wang and Dhir (1991) we’re

studied to address this issue, It was c~IIIcludLId[h~t tlIL’critical solid-liquid contact

tempt’r,~turt~ could be reached at lowur CIIt: valuus depending upon the numtwr O(

activl’ nucll’iltion sit~’s.

1. INTRODUCT’1ON

Although boiling hca[ transfur uffc’rs n very vffuctiv(’ way of transporting of

high thtmnal mwrgius from powur-gmwrating cquipnwmt, the lack of con~ph’tl’

unckrstanding ‘)f thl’ heat transfer mmlmism nunr the’ first boiling crisk (critical

!umt flux, C] 11:)prlwonts dosignws from obtilinin~ maximum vfficiuncy whil(’

rvtaining llw nm.’ssimy mi. rgins of safl’tyo Thc~dtw(’lqm~lmt of m’w tcwhnologil’s or
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better use of existing technologies will strongly depend on development of

mechanistic models for the heat-transfer process near CHF.

Previous studies of the critical heat flux in pool boiling can be classified in four

major categories: (1) empirical correlations, (2) bubble interaction models, (3)

hydrodynamic instability models (Hsu and Graham 1976), and (4) surfac-controlled

CHF models (Unal et al. 1991). For the empirical models (Kutateladze 1951, Sterman

1953, and Borishansky 1965), the CHF is expressed in terms of dimensionless groups

and either a statistical fit or a fit based upon some simple model is obtained. Bubble

interaction models (Rohsenow and Griffith 1956, and Chmg and Snyder 1960)

consider the CHF to be limited by the removal rate of bubbles, which carry away the

heat in the form of evaporation. This theory was based on critical bubble spacing

near the heated surface. The hydrodynamic model based on the instability of a wavu

at the liquid-vapor interface was first proposed by Chang (1957), but it was compktcd

by Zubcr (1958, 1959, 1961). This approach assumes that near the CHF point, the

heating surface is covered by rising vapor column’- with counter-current liquid jets

flowing downward to reple],ish the evaporation loss. When the rrlati~’c velocity is

high enough, an instability (Kelvin-Hcln~holtz) occurs and thCIvapor jets collapse.

This collapse produces the CHF condition by prmwnting tlw uscapc of t% vapor, and

bccauw the surface is vapor covwed, the return of liquid to tlw sur(~ce, Although

Zubcr’s instability theory is significant and superior to the others, it does not

consider the effect of heater geometry and surfncu condi!iorts nl(’~-l~anistici~lly,

Thcc cxistunm of a thin liquid macro]ayvr on !hc huatuci surfnce “~ith m~ny

vapor stums obscrw’d by Kirby and Westwatw (1%5) ond by Yu and Mcslcr (1977)

initiilh’d Ihc LhdOpmCnt of SUrfdCe-(.onlr(lllL’Li ~] 11: modchi, ] kIranlUrn and Killtt)

(19tH) p~~stulnlod thilt CHF will occur if till’ Iwat Ilux is h]gl~ enough to lwaporiltl’ i~

thin ktycr of liquid, ass”.lmud to exist bl’twvun thu vapor mass and tlw Iwatur surlnw,

lx’fore’ th~’vnlwr mass (mushruom) lLinVLISW surfm-t’. In lJIMl 14 ii1, ( 1WI ), w(*
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investigated the hypothesis that there should be another condition for the

occurrence of CHF, in addition to the complete evaporation of the liquid macrolayer

before vapor mushworn departure-namely, some point on the heater surface

must reach a temperature high enough that liquid can no longer contact that point.

This hypothesis might be considered as a simple extension of Ka!to’s CHF theor:

and unifies the occurrence of CHF and the quenching of hot surfaces to the same

concept, i.e., the ability of a liquid to contact a hot surface.

Once this “hot-spot” condition occurs at a local point within the dry patch on

the heater surface, the further response of the surface depends upon the

heater/boiling system’s stability as defined by Hesse (1973) and the test procedure

used if the system is power controlled. Conceptually for “ideal” temperature-

controlled systems, all increasingly higher tempera[urcs above CHF are stable and

data can be obtained, Depending upon the system’s thermal resistance, power-

controllcd systems may also have stable transition boiling regions that the

experimenter can realize if he “gently moves” the system into transition boiling by

decreasing the heat flux as the temperature rises If the experimc’n[cr dom n~t

decrease the power or the system is simply unstabll’ in lIUI transition boiling reginw,

the hot spot begins to grow, further deteriorating tlw }wat rumoval and increasing

thu average wall tcmpcratum for uach bubble in a transi~m[ process until th~’ next

stdb]c film boi!ing point is rcac)wd.

In Uml et al.(1991), wc investigated the feasibility of the hot-spot hypothesis

for the occurrence of CHI: by examining the’ swxmcl transition (dry patch) rl’gion

obscmwd exl’~’rimuntally by Gaortrwr and W{~stwi~t(.’r( 19[0 and Giwrtnur (19tJ5), A

two-dimcnsiorml tri~nsilml conduction hc’at-transfw nwd~’] was clvvcloptd [o

invmlig.ak tlw Iwat-lransfur mldmnismi ‘l”h(’initi,ll mncn~lilyl’r lhickrwss (m th(’

dry portion of the’ hmtl’r, in thv smwml transi[iun rvgi(m, WilS fol.llld to IN’ boundtd

Iwlww’n zvro tlnd n maximum Ihickm’w of 11 p (or d ct)pp(’r hl’,~tw, Kl*ilson~l~ll)
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liquid macrolayer thickness were thought to be around 4 to 8 p. This implies that

the formation of liquid macrolayers in the dry patch areas can not be controlled by

the Helrnholtz hydrodynam~c instability mechanism because that approach predicts

much thicker liquid macrolayers. The mechanism responsible for the formation of

thinner macrolayers in localized areas could be due to the hydrodynamics of the

departing vapor mushroom controlling the amount of liquid resupply to the heated

surface and the local surface nucleation characteristics.

It was found that the Critical liquid-solid contact temperature at the onset of

CHF (the surface temperature at the center of the dry patch) mus[ be smaller than

the homogeneous nucleation temperature of the liquid for the pool boiling of water

on a horizontal clean surface. The liquid-solid contact temperature was dependent

upon the initial liquid macrolayer thickness, varying from 180°C to 157°C, for the

bounding initial macrolayer thicknesses of 0 and 11 p, respectively. These values

were found to be in good agreement with extrapolated contact temperature data at

the onset of film boiling reported by Ramilison and Lienhard (1987), This indicated

that the mechanism for the occurrence of the CHF could be similar to the

mechanism generally accepted for the qumdling of hot surfaces.

In that study, we us~d Gacrtner’s pod boiling data f’.x clcnn wa;cr only and

assumwi that the contact ai~gl~’o! water on copper wrfaccs wrw around 90°. This

assumption was based upon Liaw and Dhir’s ( 19W) contact angle measurements for

a similar heater-liquid combination, Thus, the liquid-solid contact (rewctting)

tempmaturc at the cmsct of CI 11:was only calculatcci for onc contact anglr. Gaermur

and Westwa[cr (“i%(l) also rcportrd puul boiling data for wak’r-!lickcl/salt solutions

on horizont,d coppl’r surfacus. These chta were th~’ first to Ix’ roportwl on the



significantly higher than the wmesponding value for water, 43.5°C. This can be seen

in Fig. 1. The contact angle of the water-nickel/salt solution was unknown to us at

the time we did our analysis. Therefore, we did not use water-nickel/salt data in

our previous analysis.

Recent] y, Wang and Dhir (1991) obtained very valuable pool boiling data for

water on a vertical copper surface, including the variation of the number of active

sites with h~at flux for different contact angles. They concluded that the contact

angle of the water-nickel/salt solution used by Gaertner and Westwater was less

than 18°. Thus, in this paper, we further extended the hot-spot-controlled CHF

ana;ysis to the lower contact angles and reanalyze Gaertner’s water and water-

nickel /salt pool boiling data shown in Fig, 1. The first objective is to test the ho!-

spot hypothesis further in the light of this additional data, and to confirm the

functional variation of the critical rewetting temperature with tile contact angle.

Further, the two data sets of Gaertner and Wang and Dhir are plotted in Fig. 2.

Two significant differences can be noted between the data sets. The first difference is

the absence of a second transition in the data of Wang and t)hir. The second

difference is a significant drop in the CHF value with increasing contacl angle for

the data of Wang and Dhir. If the hot-spo! CHF model is to be a viable model

explaining the phenomena, it must br able to offer an explanation for both of thcsr

difference. Thus, the second objective of ibis paper is to further investigate these

two differences within the frame work of the hot-spot model.

To assist the reader, the following nomenclature is USCCIin the pnpcr.

NOMENCLATURE

c Specific Ill’at capacity

h 1lml-trans(l~r cocfficiunt

(?



H Heater thickr,ess

k Thermal conductivity

Lr Integer defining the heat flux boundary condition

N/Aw Nucleation site density

r Space coordinate

Qo Heat generation

q Heat flux

t Time

T Temperature

z Space coordinate

ATBL Wall superheat , Lthe bottom-left corner of the heater at the end the lifetime

of the vapor mushroom (see Fig. 3a)

ATBR Wall superheat at the bottom-right corner of the heater at the end of the

lifetime of the vapor mushroom (see Fig. 3a)

ATTL Wa]l superheat at the top-left corner Or the heater at the end of the lifetime

of the vapor mushroom (see Fig. 3a)

ATTR Wall superheat at [he top-right corner of the hea!er at the end of the

lifetime of the vapor mushroom (see Fig. 3a)

0 Contact angle

6 Macrolayer thickness

A T - T~at

P Density

T The Iifctime of the vapor m~shroom (hovering period)

n~ The number of hovering periods

<> Time dependent, surface averaged
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Subscripts

av

d

h

hn

rew

s

sat

1

2

SUrface+ime average

Critical heat flux

Dry patch

Heater

Homogeneous nucleation

Rewetting

Stem

Saturation

Dry patch region

Two-phase macrolayer region

II. THE HEAT-TRANSFER MODEL

In this section, we will summarize the main features of the heat-transfer

model used in this paper. Complete details of the model were previously discussed

in the paper by Unal et al. (1991), The focus is the investigation of the boiling

phei~omena near the boiling crisis on a microscopic transient level.

A key assumption we make for this analysis is that CHF is independent of the

boiling surface orientation-Gaertner used a horizontal heater, while Wang and

Dhir employed a vertical heater. The results of Nishikawa et al. (19,4) clearly show

that changes in heater surface orientation do not cause any significant change in the

boiling characteristics for the fully developed, high heat flux, nucleate boiling

region. Thus for a given heat flux, the same wall super!~eat results for horizontal

ond vertical surfaces, Unfortunately, Nishikawa et al, do not indicate if CHF does or

does not vary for the different orientations. The only information of which wc are

currently aware that does give some indication of this type vari~tion is that

presented by Guo and E1-Genk (1991), They studied the transient quenching
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response of a copper surface for various orientations from vertical to a face-down

position. They did not look at the horizontal (face-up) orientation. Their fully

developed, high heat flux, nucleate boiling region showed a similar independence

to orientation of the surface as that of Nishikawa. However, the CHF did decrease as

the heater surface was rotated from vertical to increasing facedown positions. Guo

and E1-Genk’s results at CHF compare reasonably well to Wang and Dhir’s 90°

results, 0.85 MW/mZ at a superheat of 35°C and 0.61 MW/m2 at a superheat of 20”C,

respectively. While the dependence of CHF on surface orientation does require

further study, we will assume for the moment that it is not the dominate effect.

The key in the development of a dry patch model in the second transition

region is the solution of the transient two-dimensional conduction problem in an

idealized heater (see Fig. 3a) under various boundary conditions. The wetted

portion of the heater, denoted as the two-phase macrolayer region, includes the

macrolayer with numerous vapor stems. Heat transfer from. this region is

represented by a surface-averaged, time-dependent, heat- transfer coefficient, hz.

The difficult part of the model is a realistic representation of the “dry” portion of the

surface. Remember, this portion is really orIly dry for some fraction of the lifetime

of the vapor bubble, not the entire time. A realistic estimate of both when during

the vapor mushrooms lifetime the dry patch appears and how it grows must be

made. During the time period in which the dry patch is formed, the heat transfer in

the dry portion of the heater is represented by a surface-avcragel+, time-dependent,

heat-transfer coefficient, hl. The previous study of Unal et al. (1991) indicated that

the initial macrolayer thickness in the dry area of the heater was extremely small so

that dry patches formed almost instantaneously. In this paper, we assumed that the

dry patch formation time, and consequent] y hl, are zero. This provides an upper

bound on the predicted contact tempera[urc and correspondingly a lower bound cm

9



the size of the dry patch. The determination of hz will be discussed in greater detail

below.

For the dry patch model shown in Fig. 3a, the two-dimensional heat

conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates is given for the heater by

The boundary conditions for

where

aT
~=0 atr=Oandr=rh

a2T
+— )+Qo.

azz

the model shown in Fig. 33 are

aT
‘kh~ ‘z = () = qCHF atz=Oforallr

aT
-k~ ~ Iz = H ‘@I) [T(H?rlt)- TsaJando c r < rd ,

<hl>=O

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

aT
arid -k~ ~ Iz = H GM [T(I+lrltl - TsaJfor r~ e r c rs

a!-do<t<~ . (6)

Note that while the spatial averaging brackets, c >, are shown in Eqs. (4).+), they

will be dropped for convenience in the remainder of the paper,

10



After the vapar mushroom departs, we assume that fresh saturated liquid

wets the surface. The s’urface temperatures in both dry patch and macrolayer regions

at the time of rewet arl~ calculated through the instantaneous contact tc,mperature

relationship (Unal et a;. 1991).

To calculate a.i initial temperature distribution that would represent a heater

before the appearance of a dry spot, no dry region was assumed. Thus, hz was

assigned t- the whole upper surface of the heater and some initial temperature

distribution was estimated. The governing equation for the heater was solved

numerically until convergence between two consecutive hovering periods was

obtained. This calculated heater temperature distribution (found to be a function of

z only) at the end of this converged hovering period was used as the “initial

i~iiiperature condition” within the heater for the general problem formulation of

the heat-transfer characteristics in the second transition region.

The governing equations were solved using an explicit finite-difference

scheme, With small time steps, the explicit finite-difference solution yields accurate

resuJts. The experimental wall heat flux was used as the lower (Z = O)boundary

condition and the size of the dry patch was input into the model. The size of the dry

patch was varied until the predicted STA wall heat flux agreed with that input at the

lower boundary.

Calculation of surfaceaveraged, time-dependent, heat-transfer coefficient,

representing the macrolayer region (wetted region) is discussed below. The two-

phase macrulayer region, shown in Fig. 3a, is characterized by numerous vapor

stems in the liquid layer. Figure 3b shows the modeled geometry of only a single

stwn (vapor stem and the corresponding heater area that feeds the stem), As shown

in Fig. 3a, the second transition region is characterized by a dry patch and a two-

phase macrcdayer region. Clearly, the heat transfer in the macrolayer regiml is far

more efficient as compared with the dry region; therefore, the STA wall superheat

11
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in the macrolayer region will be lower than the experimentally measured wall

superheat, which is actually a value obtained by averaging over the entire heater

surface. At CHF, the STA wall superheat for the macrolayer region can be estimated

by linearly extrapolating the nucleate boiling curve of the vapor mushroom region

(lower heat flux) to the second transition region, as shown in Fig. 1 (points Ago and

Alz). At points A90 and A12, the STA wall superheats are 20”C and 30”C,

respectively. The measured STA wall superheats, which are really those at CHF, are

43.6°C and 121 .6°C for water and the water-nickel/salt solutions, respectively. The

overall heat transfer in the wetted region is represented b;’ a time-dependent,

surface-averaged, heat-transfer coefficient, hz, wh:ch is used in the proposed model.

This coefficient can be obtained from the model developed by Pasamehmetoglu et

al. (1991) at points Ago and AIz of Fig. 1.

To obtain hz, a stem calculation was performed for a copper heater

rqres( ing Gacrtner’s heater. Calculaliuns kiave shown that a 10-mn~ thi~kness

can be Lsed to repr~wmt an infinitely thick copper block.

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS

The singlwstum calculation requires specification of tlw sten~ radius, rs, thu

hearer radius, rl,, corresponding to thu singlu stern of radius, r%,thu initi;il

macrolaycr thickness, 8, as well M the’ tripk’ point coefficient, m(,, The fir~t threu

paramrt~’rs arc’ specifird using consti[utivc rul~titms, and thu fourth p,]ri~~netcr, mti,

is obtained by trial and ~?rror in such a }vi~y that th(’ calculated value of the surfwx*-

avcragud tempcraturv matchl’d h cxpurinwnta] val LW.

The avmage vapt~r siwn radius cdn bl’ calculated from

A,
m+ :

Aw= .’
(7)

12



where Av/AW is the heater surface void ratio and N/AW is the number density of

active sites.

The heater radius can be ob.ained from the geometrical re!ation

In our previous analysis, we used Gaertner’s number density relation,

(),Jy. - q ‘“5.
Aw !17,1 (9)

This equation is plot;ed in Fig. 4 with the symbol of open circles. However, Eq. (9)

was obtained using a data set that included heat flux values only up to about

0.19 MW/m~. ?% strictly speaking, Eq. (9) cannc~t bu uwvii for heat fluxes higher than

0.19 MW/m~. The measured Cl IF is 1,S54 MW/n#. !.acking further data in our

previous work, we extrapolated IIq, (9) to calculntc the number density at CHF. TIw

contact angle measurements of Wang and Dhir indicate that clean water on copper

surfacr has a contact angle of 90°. By comparing tlwir mcasurml numb~’r density

da[a for lower contact angles with CLwrtrwr’s datii, they sugg~’stml thiit Giwrtnm and

Wcstwater’s water-nickel/salt solution should IMV.D a c(mtact anglu lCISSthan II+”.

In Fig. 4, wc a!so plot tiw c’xpcrinwntal nunlb~’r density of activu sik’s of

watur-n!ckcl/sal[ solution (dark circlus), WC can sw tha[ thr uxtr~polatmi numbur

ckmsit} of clwm water (contact anglr of W) lwcom(Is ILISSthan th It of walm-

nidw’1/sail solulion (contdcl angle < 1W) at high huLlt flux~’s, WJNg’s and l~hir’s

(1991 ) c’xperimcmta] results also indicak~ chwly [11(11th(I nulntx’r density (’f 2 ,iv~’

13



sites decreases with decreasing contact angle at a given heat flux. Also, at a given

contact angle, they found that the number density varies as q~.o. The number

density relation, Eq. (9), given by Gaertner (1965) does not follow this trend.

Gaertner and Westwater (1960) obtained a q exponent of 2.1. Gaertner (1965) also

ates a q exponent of 1.9 obtained by Kurihara (1956). The majority of results thus

point to an exponent of 2.0 as a more realistic value, Therefore, we recorrelated the

number density data of Gaertner with a q exponent of 2.0. By extrapolating Wang’s

and Dhir’s data, we determined that Gaertner’s water-nickel/salt soluticm must

have had a contact angle of 12°. Thus, in this paper, wt~ assumed that Gaertner’s

water and water-nickel/salt data have contact angles of 90° and 12°, respectively.

Recorrelation of Gaertncr’s data with a q exponent of 2,0 yields active site density

values of 581.2 sites/cm~ for water at CHF (1.554 MW/n~2) and 332.9 sites/cm~ for

the water-salt solution at CHF (1.688 MW/m~ ). Dhir’s watur data for a contact anglu

of 90) give an active site chmi’.; aI (3 11:((),6’1MW/m~) of 790,4 sites/cmz.

In our previous study (Una] ct al, 1991), wc us~’d th~ ht’atm surf~ce void ratic

corrc’lation suggvsted by I~asamchnwtoglu nnd Nelson (1987), and calculated tlw

stem dimnekr from l~q. (7), I !owuvmt this correlation ww oblaincd using Bhdt’s

liquid macrolaycv data ,md inhuwnlly assmnw that thu 1!vlmholtz hydrodynamic

instability criterion controls the nmcrolayw thickm’ss. That ~nalysis (Urml u) i~l.

1991 ) suggests that 111(’1Ic’lmh(dtz instability crittvi~m cnnm)t prm.iicl thl’ formatit)n

of thin n~a~wdilyws in th~’dry }li~t~l~ rugion ol th’ h~’t~tw, I{VL’11Wh(’n local }mlt

fluxmi wcro ust’d (t’hnppidi N fill ll~JIn), lh~’calculat~d VtIlU(IS of IINIiniti(d Iiq[lid

mlwrlh y(v thichw w~v~’slill rl’ltlliv~”y thil+io “1’hisIL’.ldsus to 111’li(’v(’Ihil! tht’

I Idmhdtz instability crit~’rion is mll tll{’ only m~’cl~nnisnl c~wtrolling tll~’

nmmolay~’r Ihil “11{’ssi~lld sh(mld Iult I}t’tls4’il if [)1(’Illgl[’ll)lilvl’f’ [l~i~’knl’sscall l?{

~’stinmtl’d fnm] t}[lll’r vxp~vimlv~ll~l dlltti, I hm’, w[’ will LISII~;,]~vtn(’r’s rl’suits,

I4



Gaertner (1965) indicated that at a heat flux of 0.95 MW/m2 (300000 Btu/h-ft2),

the average diameter of the stems under the vapor mushroom was 0.2007 mm and

the macrolayer thickness was 0.1247 mm. He also proposed that

D, = K q-0.5

and

&=0,6 ,
s

(lo)

(1])

The value of K in Eq, (10) for water and the water-nickel/salt solution were found

using the observed stem diameters (0.2006 mm for water and 0.2438 mm for water-

salt /nickel) at a heat flux of 0.95 MW/nlz (300,000 13tu/h-ftz) (highest heat flux at

which experimental stem dimnetm is available ). This gives K = 0.1955 for water and

0.2474 for t}w water-nickel /s,1 It solutit)n, Substituting these values together wilh

corrt?sptmding C} 11:values, in Iiq, ( 10), WIIobtnin stmn di,lnwtcr values of 0.1556 nm~

for watt’r and 0ilt126 mm for th(’ vvi~t(’r-]}ickc’l/s~lt solution, Substituting values O(

stem dinmetvA and th(~silt di sity in lq, (7), wc obt;lin A,, /AW values at C}-lF of

().1322 for wah’r ilnd 0.0947 for tht’ wak’r-sdlt /nidw4 s~dut ion,

Wang and Dhir did not ruport mmsurc’nwnl% of stcm di,~mutcr, To carry out

our calculations for their data, wl’ Imvt’ chown 10 iwsumt’ that Gm’rtrwr’s rulations

Iliqs. ( 1[))and (11)] ,lrc npplicnblt’ [L)tht’ir d,lt,l ds w(dl, Admittedly, this i~ssun~p!ion is

subj(tll to ckh tu and will bLIdismss(d Iurthw in *CO V, I Iuwlwur, wt’ mu

atlwnpting hwt~ only h) vvrify thu hyp[~llwsis of ll~)l-s~?~)t-~”t)l~tr~}lll’d(“l IIJ; from this

vivwpf)int, wl’ lx’lil’v~’ Illil[ cvlw nn n}~}~rl)xillltltioll such as this will nvvl~r[hcll’ss
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help us to reach useful conclusions. %milarc alculationsa sin the previous

paragraph yield an Av/AW value of 0.3403 for a contact angle of 90°.

The data used in the singlestem calculations for the various runs are

summarized in Table I. The surfac~averaged, tim~dependent, heat-transfer

coefficient hz, which represents the transient heat transfer in the macrola yer region,

was calculated by dividing the calculated instantaneous surface-averaged wall heat

flux with the calculated instantaneous surface-averaged wall superheats. Figure 5

shows the calculated transient heat- transfer coefficients for Gaertner’s water and

water-nickel /salt data at two different heat flux levels, In each case, the triple-point

evaporation coefficient listed in the inset in Fig. 5 was obtained to match the

experimentally measured surface-averaged wall temperature. The triple-point

coefficient decreases with increasing heat flux. This is perhaps related to the

decrease in the average stem diameter.

The heat-transfer coefficient, hz, shown in Fig. 5, is relatively high at the

beginning of the new hovering period, This is because when fresh salurated liquid

wets the surface, the surface contac[ temperature decreasus. Conduction within thv

heater thtm transports significant energy early in the mushroom’s lifctimr to rchml

the surfacui Latin in the time window from 0.051 to ~, hz gradually incrcascs, In

these ca]cu]atiuns, the evaporation at the triph! point is I]w lk]nlin~nt mechanism

(Unal et al. 1991). For a givencontact angle, the heat ~ransfer coefficient decreasvs

with as Ihu heat flux decreases. Also, for a given Iwat flux, it ducruas~’s m tlw con tiwl

angle d~’crwuws. This is consishmt with Wang’s Jnd Dhir’s l’xpwin~cnli]l

observations; tlw boiling curve is shiftwi k) the right with decrcasin~ contad imgk,

so thal al tht~ sdrne heal flux tlw WOIItcn~pmaturl’ is high for low contact angll’si WII

will discuss Ih(’ cidcul,ltcd v~lu~’s llf ltw hva[-lrtmsf~’r cm’fficil’n 1s flw WJ1lg’* illl~i

lX\ir’s dill~ Int(’r nt tlli’ Cd of %w, Ill.
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111. RESULTS AND D1SCUSS1ON

In this section, we will first discuss the estimation of liquid-solid contact

temperature at the onset of CHF in Gaertner’s expwiments and then compare the

estimates with available data. Second, we will examine whether these temperatures

are attainable in the tests of Wang and Dhir,

In all calculations, the dry patch is assumed to occur instantaneously, that is,

the complete dry patch is formed at t = O. As noted earlier, this a bounding

calculation that yields the maximum possible contact temperature, We will first

discuss the results of applying the model to Gaertner’s data. Gaertner’s STA heat

flux and superheat at CHF for clean water (contact angle estimated here to be 90°)

were 1.554 MW /m2 and 43.6”C, respcctivel y, For these conditions, our calculations

show that the dry patch radius required is 15,2 mm. The lc)cd instantaneous

temperature at the end of the converged hovering period at the center of the dry

patch, T1-L,was 179,7°C. This loml-instantaneous temperature can bc considered to

be the critical liquid-solid contact temperature for Cl]]: to occur for this bounling

case-clean water, with a contact angle of 9!1”and a Cl 11:of 1,554 MW/m2. The

other values calculated for this case, run 1, arc listed in Tablu 11.

TIw radial instantarwous wall superheat profilcls for run 1 at six axial

elevations arc’ shc)wn in Figm6. ThlDinsti~ntaneous tlm~pc’raturus on thct boilinl;

surface of the hcatw gradually dvcredse to typical VdUL’S cnlculiltvd for the

macrola yer region. Th(’ variation of tvmpuraturu at the bottom of thu heater is

rulativcly sm[lll.

In run 2, wc’ repl’atmi tlu’ Ctlhmldti(m for (;wvlnl’r’s illld W~’stwntl’r’s Wiltl’r-

nick(’1/s,dt d,~la using thu hua[-tr,msk’r cwfficicnt, h2, r~’prl’slmh’d in l~ig, 5, Th~I

vxpcrin~tmldl STA wall sup~’rhvat al Cl [1: ( 1XNHMW/n12) for this CilS1’ is 12I,6’’(’,

TINI dry p,~tch si~.1’rquirwi wiiS f~)u,ld to b(’ 2(l,fJ ~nn~, 1’1}1’Iort]l illstflnl,~nwms

t~’mpl’rdturt~ al thl’ {md (J[ 1111’ctmvwgvd htwl’rin~ pi~ri~ki ill tlw: c[mtt~r ()( th’ dry
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patch, TT~ was 268”C. The instantaneous radial wall temperature profiles for this

run are presented in Fig. 7.

From the above results, it is clear that the liquid-solid contact temperature

increases as the contact angle decreases. Figure 8 is a plot of the dimensionless

liquid-solid contact temperature at the onset of CHF as a function of the contact

angle. The figure also includes experimental liquid-solid contact temperature data

reported by Ramilison and Lienhard (1987) at the onset of film boiling. Considering

the uncertainty in the inferred contact angle, the calculated dimensionless contact

temperatures agree reasonably well with the data of Ramilison and Lienhard. We

can make the following inferences from this figure:

(1) The controlling mechanisms for the CHF and quenching could be similar.

That is, both processes ~,re controlled by the ability of liquid to contact tlw

hot surfmm,

(2) The critical contact tempmturc dvcreasus with increasing advancing

c~mtact angle, The contact angk’ al h’ ons~~tof C}{F can be characlwizd

by the advancing contact anglr just as in thu CMUof the onset of film

boiling If CI-il: is th~: COtMLX]UUnCCiof t]w irmbi]ity of ]iquici to wl)t n

previously dry .arcm,clmrly tlw r~dl’vant nngh’ is thl~ ndvlmcing cuntm”l

anglu,

(3) When tlw advi~ncing col~ti~(”t angll’ npprtmchw zuro (p~~rfl~ctlywetting

Iluid), th~’ uppur Iimit of tho contnct tvn~pvrnturl’ is the homogcmwus

llU{’leiltil)Il tmnpl’r.nturr ()( th{’ liquid,



also considered to have had a contact angle of 90°, yielded a CHF of 1.554 MW/m2.

Although there are differences in the heater geometry, both heaters have high

thermal inertia and large characteristic lengths. Depending upon the surface

conditions, we can expect the values of CHF to vary. However, if the hypothesis we

propose for the occurrence of CH.F is correct, one should expect that a local point on

the heater surface should reach the critical liquid-solid contact temperature in all

cases, even if the CHF values themselves are different. Below we will examine

whether this condition can be satisfied for Wang’s and Dhir’s pool boiling data.

We will discuss the case of a 90° contact angle and will perform our analysis at

a heat flux of 0.7 MW/m~, which is little above the CHF value of 0.61 MW/mz. In

the absence of stem diameter or surface void fraction information in Wang’s and

Jhir’s paper, we have made the following assumptions:

(1) Gaertner’s relations between stem diameter and heat flux, and that

between the macrolaycr thickrwss and slem diameter are valid in this

case.

(2) The triple-point evaporation coefficients tuned to predict Gaertncr’s data

arc also valid. This coefficient depends upon the shape of the vapor-

Iiquid intmfacu m’ar tlNDtriplu point, C’urrcmt]y, wu do nul havv a

mwhnistic modd to prudict the heat transf~)r from this microscopic

r+m and we assurnr that it is ht’fit flux drpcndcnt fur iI givcm contact

imglu, If tlw avcragr stcwl dianwtur is very much di flcrlmt in magnit uclc

in Wang’s and Dhir’s tc’sts than hat repor(~d by C;nwtncr, thu tripll’-point

col’ffiricwls and corrrspfmding surfm-v-avuragwi hmt-transfur cocfficivnt

In thv tWl)-}lhil~~’malmdilyl’r r~’gi~mcould bl’ diffcm’nt,

(~) ‘h’ r(’(’tfln~(ihr ~N)m(’try Of !hl’ tl%t SVdkM\ l’illl k’ rl’~lrl%(’iltd by d

cirl”lllilr !dlll]w’by pr(w’rving IIM’tl)lill surfll(xt ilr(’dl
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At a heat flux of 0.7 MW/m2, Gaertner’s 90° data show that the STA wall

superheat was 17.2°C. The triple-point coefficient for this case was found to be

1.065e-08 kg/m s°C. This is indicated in Fig. 5. If this coefficient is used in a stem

calculatim at the same heat flux, 0.7 MW/m2, the surface-averaged transient heat-

transfer coefficient is higher compared with values obtained for Gaertner’s data at

the same conditions. This can be seen in Fig. 9. This increase is due to the higher

number density of active sites on Wang’s and Dhir’s test surface. This causes the

surface void ratio to be higher, and correspondingly, the lieater radius per stem (in

the stem calculation) decreases significantly. The resulting STA wall superheat

becomes very low, 3.4°C, in the twe-phase macrolayer region. Fesults of this case

are 1 ~d in Tables I and II as run 3,

The calculated STA wall superheat in the two-phase macrolayer region is

much less than the value of 20,6°C reported by Wang and Dhir. This indicates that

some part of the heater must already be dry so that the temperature there would be

well over 20.6°C. Alternatively, the lower calculated STA temperatures could be the

result of assumptions 1 and 2 mentioned above. In Sec. V, we examine the

sensitivity of our calculations to the various parameters, This will give a bctt~v

indication of the impact of assumptions (1) and (2) on our results,

When we match the reported 5TA wall temperature using our two-region

model shown in Fig, 3a, we find that the temperature tit the ccntur of dry patch

region is 161,6°C (see Fig, 10, which shows the instantaneous radial temperature’

profik al four axial ekwations), This value is reasonably clos-~ to 1]~~critical COIItCIL”[

tempvrnturu of ‘179.7”(2tha[ we obiaim’d based on Gavrtm’r’s d~ti~, This indicatvs

that a local point on the heatud st~rfi~~ucould rwich thl’ criticiil liquid-solid contac(

tcrnpurnturu in Wang’s ancl Dhir’s tusls with il YO” l“(llltilCt rInglL’, CilllSillg tlw

occurrlwcc of Cl 11:at lowur va]uc’s,
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IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

As we mentioned in the preceding section, our calculation of the dry spot

tem~rature in Wang’s and Dhir’s experim’~nts was carried out by assuming that

results from Gaertner’s data could be applied to this c~se as well. Specificallyy, we

wed values of the stem diameter, D~, and the triple-point evaporation coefficient,

me, derived from Gaertner’s data. In this section, we will examine the sensitivity of

our results to changes in the values of these parameters. We will also look at the

effect of changes in the nucleation site density, N/AW, tl,e nodalization scheme, and

the heater thickness.

In our original calculation of the dry spot temper~tures in Wang’s and Dhir’s

90° contact angle experiments, we used a value of 1J165e-8 kg/m s “C for the triple-

point coefficient. When we carried out the calculations again, with a value of 3.78e-

09 kg/m s ‘C (obtained to match Gaertner’s CHF of 1.554 MW/mZ), the surface-

averaged heat-transfer coefficient, h~, WM decreaw.1. The STA wall superheat in the

twephase macrolayer region in this case was 8.2°C. The temperature at the center of

the dry region was found to be 157.2”C. Results of this case aye listed in Tables I and

11 as; run 4. A three-fold decrease in the triple point coefficient causes a two-fold

increase in the STA wall superheat on the wet rugion, but has dwm?ased the

calculated dry spot superheat by

ne~ligible effect on our results,

As wc mrntionccl uarlicr,

less than 7.270. It is chmr that assumption (2) has a

while making the calculations for Wang’s and



listed in Tables I and II, we changed the vapor stem diameter to 0.1 mm. Keeping

the triplepoint coefficient and the heater diameter per stem the same as in run 4,

we found that the calculated rewetting temperature is 156.5°C. Although the vapor

stem diameter was decreased by 579o, the calculated surface-averaged heat-transfer

coeffiaent on the wet side decreased only by 15%. The surface-averaged wall

superheat on the wet side decreased only by 6??0. Subsequent calculations of the dry

patch problem show that the critical rewetting superheat has been reduced only by

1.2%. It appears therefore that only a small error is introduced in our calculations as

a result of our applying Gaertner’s vapor stem relations to Wang’s and Dhir’s data.

In run 6, listed in Table I, we repeated the stem calculations for the case of run

4, except that we decret:sed the nucleation site density such that the effective heater

diameter per stem increased to 0.30 mm, This in effect reduces the area void

fraction by 55%. The triple-point coefficient and the vapor stem diameter were kept

the same as in run 4. With these input data, the wet region surfac~averaged heat-

transfer coefficient reduced by over 47%. This makes it clear that the wet region

heat-transfer coefficient is highly sensitive to the active site density NT/AW. The

surface- and time-averaged temperature in the wet region for this stem calculation

was found to bc 116.5°C. This value is fairly close to the experimentally measured

surfaceand time-averaged value of 120,6”C. This suggests that in this case, almost

the entire heate:. surface could be covered with the two-phase macrolayer and that

the high-temperature dry spots, if any, must be relatively small in area.

Another single stem calculation was carried out keeping the parameters the

same as in run 4, but changing the nodalization scheme used in the radial direction,

Whereas the vapor stcm radius was divided into 8 radial segments in run 4, this

time we used 18 segments. The results indicate that change in the nodalizaticm has

no significant uffcct on the surface-averaged wet region huat-trcmsfm coefficient and

correspondingly the surface- and tinwwwmagvd wall tcmperaturu. We also
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investigated the effect of the heater thermal mass on the results; to do this, we

changed the thickness of the heater to 20 mm. Again, the results suggest that the

heater thermal mass has no significant effect, as long the heater is one that can be

regarded as an “infinitely thick” heater.

The sensitivity of the calculated heat-transfer coeffiaents and surface

temperatures to the nucleation site density points to another condition for the

occurrence of the second transition region. For the high nucleation site densities

measured by Wang and Dhir, the calculated temperatures on the wet side are very

low. Therefore, although the temperatures of the dry areas reach the level of the

critical rewetting temperature, the surfac~averaged temperatures on the entire top

surface of the heater do not show appreciable increases. Under these conditions, the

second transition region characterized by a decrease in the slope of the boiling curve

will not be observed, In the earlier study (Unal et al. 1991) we had proposed that one

condition for the occurrence of the second transition region is that the heater

thickness must be relatively large. The present study indicates that in addition to

this, the nucleation site density must be below a critical value for the occurrence of a

second transition region Above this critical value, lower wall temperatures in the

macrolayer region prevent the surface-averaged temperature from causing a change

in the slope of the boiling curve. This also implies that measurements of STA wall

temperature, which provide indications as to whether the second transition region

exists, cannot be used as a litmus test to make conclusions about the existence of dry

patches on the heater surface. Whether dry patches can eventually cause a second

transition region to occur appears to depend strongly on the active nucleation

density.

The obvious question is why do experimental studies not report seeing

site

such

cold spots? One p~wsible reason

are local, instantaneous values.

is that the temperatures WP are talking about here

Whether three variations can be de[ected in
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experiments would depend to a large extent on the location of the thermocouples

relative to the dry patches. As discussed earlier, currently we assume that there is

only a single dry patch circular in shape on the surface; site activation and dry patch

growth are not considered. Furthermore, we also assume two-dimensional

geometry. In reality, the dry patches are numerous and spatially distributed on the

heater surface. These assumptions are idealizations of what is in reality a very

complex phenomenon. More accurate modeling of such a variation requires a

three-dimensional approach. If such a model is used to predict the critical liquid-

solid contact temperatures, the values we report here for the liquid-solid contact

temperature could also be different. The three-dimensional modeling will be

considered in a future publication.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUS1ONS

The current model employed to study the boiling phenomenon in the second

transition region of saturated pool nucleate boiling on a horizontal surface is a two-

dimensional transient-conduction model representing the heater and its boiling

surface. The wetted portion of the heater, denoted as having a time-dependent

surface-averaged heat-transfer coefficient hz, characterizes a macrcdayer having

numerous vapor stems. The heat- transfer coefficient hz was obtained from the

model developed by Pasamehmetoglu et al. (1991).

The constitutive relations in determining the stem radius, heater radius and

the sui-face void ratio for Gaertner’s clean water and water-nickel/wit solution were

reevaluated in the light of new results from Wang and Dhir (1991). hl altdiyzing

the Wang and Dhir data, the stem diameter expression obtained from Gaertrwr’s

tests was used. This resulted in relatively high surface void ratios bccausc of the

significantly higher number densities of active sites. Basl’d upon the conclusions

reached in the previous study O( Unal ~’tal, (1991), wv msumtd that a stationary dry
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patch cir~lar inshape occurs instantaneously in thedry patch region. Therefore,

the bounding case of no heat transfer in the dry portion of the heater is considered.

The main conclusions of the present study are as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

The liquid-solid contact temperature at the center of the dry patches at the

onset of CHF was found to vary between 268°C and 179°C for the data of

Gaertner (1965) for contact angles ranging from 12° to 90°. These

temperatures were in reasonable agreement with the liquid-solid contact

temperatures at the onset of . t, boiling reported by Ramilison and

Lienhard (1987), This supports the hypothesis that the controlling

mechanisms for CHF :,ld quenching could be similar. The occurrence of

dry patches on the heated surface themselves is not sufficient to cause

CHF. The temperature at the center of the dry ~atch must first reach a

critical value abctie which liquid-solid contact is no longer possible.

Calculations based on the data of Wang and Dhir (1991) showed that the

surface temperatures on the wet regions are very low. This suggests that

dry patches must exist on their heater, so that the surface-averaged

temperatures would be as measured in their experirncnts,

We have further ex~,mined the reasons why the second transition region

characterized by a decrease in the slope of the boiling curve has not been

observed in all experiments. In addition to the requirement presented in

Unal et al. (1991) that the heater thickness must h large, an additional

cri~ericm determined here is that the active nucleation site density must

h’ below a critical value. Additional experimental efforts arc necessary to

fix the value of this critical site density.
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The results obtained from this analytical study are presented in the hope of aiding

additional understanding of the mechanism governing CHF. Experiments could be

devised to investigate the dry patch characteristics further. Closer attention needs to

be paid to the measurement of spatial variations in sur~ace temperatures.
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TABLE L DATA USED SINGLE STEM CALCULATION FOR VARIOUS RUNS

0 me (@ !U/Aw AVIAW i5 ATav On AT=V
(#/ Cd) (mr~) (#m)

(MWi (mm)m-s cc) wet side top
(calculated) expt~ 2)

~ I .5:+ 97 3.780 x 10-9 581.2 0.1322 0.0783 0.2153 0.0978 20.01 T 43.6°
*L 1.688 12’ 5.300 x 10-9 332.9 0.0947 0.0913 0.2%7 0.1141 2922 “c 121.6°

3 O.m w ?.065 x 10-s 7%3.4 03403 0.1167 0.2000 0.1458 3.37 “c 20.6°

4 0.700 90’ 3-780 x 10-9
--.,
;>u.~

I
03403 0.:167 0.2000 0.1458 8.16 “c 20.6°

~ , 6.700 w 3-750 x 109 790.4 0.0625 0.0500 0.2000 0.0937 8.67 “C 20.6°

6’ 07% m’ ~.7&) x li39 333.7 0.1W9 C.1167 0.3000 0.1458 16.52 “C 20.6°
,/ ~.~~ ~’ 1.065 x l@ 117.7 0.1322 0.1167 0-4959 0-1458 17.2? “c 17-7°

?.688 I 12

0.700 I 90

o-ml i 90

TABLE 11. RESULTS OF DRY PATCH MODEL
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heater for different heat fluxes and contact angles.
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